
Our company is looking to fill the role of reporting coordinator. Thank you in
advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look
forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for reporting coordinator

Ensure that all reports are documented and published on time for the
complete Western Europe organization
Act as one of the departmental reporting expert – providing necessary
support and training to ensure that capabilities are transferred
Challenge the current reporting structure and identify areas of improvement
Support specific projects that are undertaken within the Department through
data gathering, analysis, report development, presentations and
recommendations
Develop a good degree of system knowledge to understand
interdependencies between systems and processes and drive necessary
changes where needed
Assist other colleagues
Serves as the point-of-contact for all Records and Information Management
(RIM) matters and ensures that all resolution plans are properly indexed,
stored, and secured
Assists with the proper maintenance of official documents and information
generated and/or received by the GFO team pursuant to Program Executive
Office, Assembled Chemical Weapons Alternatives (PEO ACWA) PAM 25-52
Records Management Program and Recordkeeping Procedures
Implementation of the scanning effort for PCAPP documents
Update electronic and paper records inventories, data map sections, and vital
records listings pertaining to electronic and paper documents found within
PCAPP
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Provide direction, control, supervision, and policy guidance related to
directives (publications) management, forms management, correspondence
management, office symbol management, reports control, rule making,
record keeping, copier management, printing and duplicating management
and supporting automated administrative systems
Provide direction, control, supervision, and policy guidance related to DA 25-
51 Records Management Program, Privacy Act of 1974, and AR 25-55
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
Manage receipt, and control of accountable Official Mail both incoming and
outgoing
Coordinates and administers access to the ARIMS database reflecting inactive
paper records sent to off-site facilities for long-term storage
Drafts proposed changes to records retention policy and schedule, as
necessary
Work with PEO ACWA Legal Division personnel to execute preservation
directives and legal holds


